[Current status and challenging of direct target study of traditional Chinese medicine complex system based on solid coupling beads].
Traditional Chinese medicine(TCM) is a complex system with multiple chemical compositions. The most significant character of TCM is that the chemical compositions interact with each other by multi-target synergism to treat diseases. Previous reports mainly focused on the investigation of single signaling pathway detection or the phenotypic analysis of proteomics difference; however, no studies have been conducted on the identification of direct targets of TCM. Therefore, it is difficult to analyze the molecular mechanism of traditional Chinese medicine from the target source, and it is difficult to explain its traditional efficacy scientifically, thus seriously affecting its clinical application and internationalization. In this article, we discussed the methodology for the identification of direct TCM targets(groups), and presented the strategy for preparation of TCM chemical composition solid coupling beads, as well as of enrichment and identification strategy of target proteins based on photosensitive coupling technique. We also discussed the advantages and limitations of this strategy, and put forward some new ideas for the future developments. We hope this article can provide some guidance and reference significance for the researchers on TCM pharmacology study, especially on target identification.